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Don’t Interrupt the Cave Men 

The Big Switch in Asia, from advertiser control to people power 
 
Give or take a few hours, our average day goes as follows: work eight hours; live eight 
hours; sleep eight hours. Nothing much changes in the world of sleep, the work hours 
trundle along, but those eight hours we actually live are going through a beautiful 
metamorphosis.  
 
In Asia we typically spend between four and six of those eight hours stimulating our 
senses with content – watching, reading and listening. (Sadly in this essay I won’t cover 
the other few hours or the senses we stimulate during those). But now a wave of 
technologies is transforming those precious hours, causing a ‘Big Switch’ across the 
region, as we gratefully take control of our content from the advertisers who have been 
subsidizing it. Most surprising of all, we have started to exhibit an unexpected passion for 
generating content ourselves, rather than just turning on, tuning in and switching off. 
 
Personally I have no idea where, or how fast, the Big Switch is taking us, but it’s still 
worth looking at the facts so far, and raising both a cheer and a fear for the future.  
 
The future is here already – it’s just not evenly distributed yet 

 
First the evidence. If we look at the full three billion pairs of Asian ears and eyes, we 
don’t see great change. But if we apply some CSI forensics at one of the bleeding edges – 
young Japanese adults – we see a lot. In each of the three years between 2002 and 2005, 
hours spent on TV and radio dropped, newspaper and magazine readership was static, 
and time on the internet increased significantly. In just three years, TV hours dropped by 
8% to three hours a day, radio slumped by 44% and internet was up 98%, to 1.5 hours per 
day.  
 
In another study representative of 6.5m more affluent young Asians across 8 markets, 
half considered the internet to be the most useful medium for product information versus 
32% for TV, but again, at the bleeding edge in Hong Kong the score was Internet 78%: 
TV 16%. In all 8 markets, more young Asians expected to increase their Internet usage in 
the coming year than expected to increase TV viewing. 
 
Never interrupt a cave man 

 

The Big Switch isn’t just about the arrival of another new cool medium. It’s really about 
the overwhelming gratification of our most basic, cave man urges and desires. We can’t 
be sure exactly what cave men desired - let’s guess food, sex, warmth, killing and a bit 
more sex. However, we can be sure they desired it all ‘www’ - what I want, when I want 
it, where I want it – which is precisely what is about to happen to our precious six hours 
of daily content. Personally, I’m a cave man, and I want the me in media and I want my 
MTV, right now, right here. But are we ready for everything always? What will that be 
like? 
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Some of the answers are emerging right now in the US and UK, where Personal Video 
Recorders (PVRs) are in millions of homes and the picture is very clear: cave men hate 
being interrupted. The PVR is a device which records TV shows in digital format on a 
hard disk, and allows viewers to what watch what they want, when they want to. The 
combination of a hard disk that can store hundreds of hours of programming, an 
Electronic Program Guide (EPG) and user-friendly personalization software that can 
‘learn’ your preferences and record your favorite shows, creates a very compelling TV 
viewing experience. US and UK research on user behavior shows that in PVR homes 
over 50% of TV is ‘time-shifted’ (recorded and watched later) and over 80% of ads are 
skipped during time-shift viewing. So in other words, in a www world, if we can avoid 
the ads, we will avoid them. Cave men hate being interrupted. 
 
Get ready to fall in love with television again  

 
More positively the US and UK data also reveals that viewers tend to watch more 
episodes of a given series, and approximately 20% more TV in general. So we may not 
generally want the ads, but we certainly crave the content. You could say the PVR makes 
us fall in love with television again.  

 
PVRs are now entering Asia, but there are also other ‘Big Switch’ types of TV on the 
horizon, such as Video on Demand (VOD) services and Internet Protocol TV (IPTV), 
either of which may grow rapidly in Asian markets, where it is common to leapfrog 
straight to advanced technologies. According to one study, effective broadband speeds in 
Japan and Korea are over 100 times faster than in the US, and household penetration rates 
have long passed the 50% mark. It will be important for the world to monitor mature 
Asian broadband markets like Japan, Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore and Taiwan to see 
how TV over the internet develops. Hong Kong-based PCCW grew its Now Broadband 
TV subscriber base grew 50% in 2005 to 550,000. 
 
Korea, the world is watching you  

 
Perhaps the most important market to watch is Korea. In early 2006, cellphone users in 
Seoul began to watch television on their cellphones through a government-subsidized 
technology called Digital Multimedia Broadcasting, or DMB. And of course Korea 
invented Cyworld, the addictive online avatar community with over 10 million members, 
where users create their own avatar rooms and purchase virtual items. The impact of 
Cyworld usage on TV viewing behaviour is only just being fully understood. 
 
Clearly change is underway. In young, tech-savvy Asia, which has more internet users 
(320m+) cell phone sales (280m+) and broadband subscribers (100m+) than any other 
region, the Age of Interruption will soon be over, at least for the consuming middle-class 
populations. So first a cheer, and then a fear, for the Big Switch world… 
 
Cheer: The new win-win-win-win deal. There are four main parties involved: 
consumers, advertisers, their agencies and content companies. Over the past 50 years or 
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so, a $400 billion advertising industry has developed, based on the following deal: 
advertisers pay agencies to pay media companies to interrupt and subsidize the content 
that consumers want to enjoy. Some ads are great, most are terrible, overused or 
irrelevant, and the clutter increases each year. And when you really think about it, the 
consumer is paying for the ads anyway in the price-tag at the check-out counter. It’s not 
exactly the deal of the century for anybody. No wonder there was a global sigh of relief 
when Unilever’s former CEO Niall Fitzgerald announced that the age of interrupt and 
repeat is dead. 
 
The new deal will need to consider that the consumer is in control now, and will pay for 
good, uninterrupted content. The audience will watch, enjoy and even forward great 
creative advertising, but only if it’s engaging. Consumers will accept and appreciate 
intelligent sponsorship of content and product placements, especially if it brings down the 
price of uninterrupted content. 
 
They say that if advertising had a little more respect for the public, the public would have 
a lot more respect for advertising. The new deal will take time to emerge, alongside the 
new technologies, but at least we can now all dream of a win-win-win-win future, where 
consumers, advertisers, agencies and content companies can enjoy meaningful 
relationships based on engagement not interruption. 
 
Perhaps we are glimpsing the new win-win-win-win future in the arrival of ‘American 
Idol’-type talent shows across Asia, which truly involve and engage their audiences. 
Whether it’s Singapore Idol, Thailand’s Academy Fantasia, or Supergirl in China, we 
have never seen true, passionate fanmania like this before. Supergirl, an old-fashioned 
talent contest broadcast by a Chinese provincial satellite TV station, attracted over 400 
million viewers for its finale, and solicited over eight million SMS votes and 2.4 million 
message board postings. Supergirl became a truly cross-media phenomenon, spanning 
TV, print, the internet and the mobile phone. It provoked such a massive demonstration 
of public opinion and participation that the Chinese government is apparently concerned 
about staging a future series. 
 
Fear: Nostalgia isn’t what it used to be 

 
When I was a kid, TV was more than just a way to pass time. The TV shows you watched 
at home formed a rich, common cultural texture that bonded you with other kids at school, 
other adults, strangers…even teachers. You’d pretty much all watched ‘the show last 
night’ and you could discuss them, debate the best scenes, even act them out. Most homes 
had one TV, so you watched shows with the family, laughed and cried together, and 
made your parents feel uncomfortable during the sex scenes. Twenty-five years later, if I 
meet an English person roughly my age for the first time, not only do we share a lot of 
common cultural references, but we will invariably end up making specific references to 
specific episodes of shows and laughing, almost unconsciously. For better or for worse, 
the old TV world deepened my cultural roots. 
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My children will have ‘everything always’, but they won’t have what I had, a vast, shared 
library of images, words and meaning. Even in today’s multi-channel, cable TV world, it 
barely exists, yet alone in the upcoming IPTV, www world. It will survive through major 
sporting events, and no doubt still through a few ‘must-see’ hit series. My kids will of 
course be part of a global audience of international shows, no doubt, and will share 
memories and cultural references with people who don’t even speak the same language as 
them. But, and you can definitely call me old-fashioned, after the Big Switch nostalgia 
will never be what it used to. 

 
Switch Asia switch 

 

So whether it’s adzapping through PVRs or Supergirl voting fanmania in China, or 
simply leaving the passive world of TV for the addictive Cyworld in Korea, the Big 
Switch is now underway across the region, and nobody can predict or dictate where the 
future will take us. Which is just how it should be. 
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